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ABSTRACT

In this paper the susceptibility of a Kondo system in a fairly wide temperature region is
calculated in the first harmonic approximation in a functional integral approach. The comparison
with that of the renormalization group theory shows that in this region the two results agree quite
well. The expansion of the partition function with infinite independent harmonics for the Anderson
model is studied. Some symmetry relations are generalized. It is a challenging problem to develop
a functional integral approach including diagram analysis, mixed mode effects and some exact
relations in the Anderson system proved in the functional integral approach. These topics will be
discussed in the next paper.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There has been great interest recently in the valence fluctuation

phenomena which are observed in some metallic rare-earth

compounds' • \ The 4f level on the rare-earth ions may be shifted from

magnetic to nonmagnetic behaviour under hydrostatic pressure. At high

temperature the magnetic susceptibility contains a fraction of the curie

susceptibility. At low temperature no magnetic ordering has been observed

and the susceptibility tends to be a constant. In view of a number of

measurements*1'2', 1t Is now apparent that the rare-earth Ions, for

example, Sm and Ce, have mixed valence states, which consist of a

magnetic and a nonmagnetic configuration. Several theoretical models

have been proposed to describe such a phenomenon^.

The asymmetric Anderson model gives, in principle, a valid description

of a dilute fluctuating-valence system. A Hartree-Fock approximation or

mean field theory has been used to study this model ^,5,6]

Krishna-Murthy, Wilkins and Wilson have applied the

renormali2atton-group approach to study the single-impurity asymmetric

Anderson model. Their numerical results on the impurity susceptibility in

their famous papers ^ show that this model shares many of7Teatures of

the magnetic susceptibilities in the mixed-valence compounds. C.S. Ting

and \™ have studied the same problem with the functional integral
the

approach, hence we shall call it FIA for short. Ustng7niimber theory and

the singularities In the Integrands, the susceptibility in a fairly

wide range of temperature can be calculated and the results agree quite
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the

well with those of/iFenormalIzation-group calculation by Krlshna-Murthy et

al. for S£, the f level lying above the Fermi level Furthermore we also

calculate the f electron occupation mumber ^ as a function of

temperature and the energy level of f electron, the results show that Wj

Is sensitive with it when £ closes to Fermi level. Then one can give a

physical explanation for valence fluctuating phenomena.
The

/"symmetric Anderson model can also be used to study Kondo effect

19,4,7] ^ ^e p rob|em re|ated with magnetic Impurity in metals.the the
AlthoughTAnderson model and̂ Kohdo problem have been excellently studied

the fii rif\ i i i

by renormalization-group approach m a n d Bethe ansatz l ' \ it Is still
the

interesting to further develop the study of/functional integral approach.

Because a theorem in sec II shows that a fairly general class of problems

In quantum statistics can be formulated by functional integral approach, It

has sound foundation and hopeful future. FromTpractlcal point of view, it
the the

can give7exact formal solution for /Anderson model et al. and realize

suitable concret calculation H 4,15,16,12,8] S o m e difficulties have been

overcome continuously. In sec li. a functional integral formulation for

general problem In quantum statistics and some numerical calculations in
the

f irst harmonic approximation for7Anderson model are reviewed. In sec i l l ,

an expansion with Infinite independent harmonics is studied. Some
the

numerical results from/functional integral approach are obtained for
the the

/Kondo system and compared with those from/renormallzation - group

approach. In the next paper we shall discuss a theoretical framework of

FIA without divergence, Feynman diagram analysis in FIA with complex



representation, and some exact relations in/Anderson system proved by

the functional Integral approach. The concluding remarks are given in sec.iv.

II. FUNCTIONAL INTEGRAL FORMULATION IN QUANTUM STATISTICS

It is Interesting to transform quantum statistical problems into ideal

gas problems by FIA.

[Theorem] A general statistical equilibrium problem can be transformed

into a problem of an ideal gas moving in a (complex) time-dependent

external field. The price one needs to pay is introducing functional

integral.

[Proof] It is obvious the Hamiltonian of many-body systems with

potential interaction can be written as:



where

A •/ _ _ — ^ .» _ A i r i ' * * ' *

and UQ IS the potential at the origin,

where

(2.4)

Let us follow the famous work ' ' ' 5 > ] 6 I . Introduce

= J
0

and Feynman <-Dyson expansion. Noticing that A^ , B ^ , H6 are commuting

under the time-ordering operator T and Stratonovich - Hubbard Identity
121 221 '*• ^

Is stil l valid even A f i , B j are not hermitian, we obtain the

expression of partition function :

where

(2.7)



Letting

£S(T) — Z 2$ e"iXl^X . (2.8)

and transforming (2.6) into the time-representation, we have

where ? *

&,„«>. 12.11)

7 ) 2 . = TT F **<£ o c ^ (2-13)

Bis.(2.9)-(Z1O) is the content of the theorem. The derivative or JkSk with

respect to A has the following expression:

2
5 o

Here <...> means the average being taken over an ensemble with Ham (1 too Ian
the

H* and can be obtained by/Green function theory. The definition of the

temperature Green, function or the operator

A and B in the generalized Heisenberg picture Is
-"*• ^ r1 A ^ 1 M iar M I ( ' ' is)

where ^ ? „



and the density matrix Is given by

p t» 5 ^ > / 5 A . (2.17)

As an Important example, one considers the Anderson model

Intnlscase, needless to Introduce Uo andq, In Eg (25) A9«-> and

Bj <D are replaced by Ju^jt*^ % respectively. The corresponding

problem of Ideal gas tn complex external field can be exactly solved

1121 and the forma) solution of partition function S Is obtained *f 2 » 1 6 J

• e * f /" 5 Tr i n f J - £ ' < £ - ; ; ] A ) . _ (2.19)

where

(2.20J

the the
where N<o>and ivr* are/3ehsity of states and/average Interaction matrix

Square at the Fermi Surface., respectively and r is the width of the f level.
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In the studies of the functional Integral approach, many famous physicists
the

made great contributions to tne studies or/Anderson system, in 1963, B

Muhlschleger14' pointed out that the generalized Hartree-Fock

approximation (i.e. static approximation) can be obtained by only keeping
the

li=O, and is exact in/high temperature region or for V-*§. Wang, Evenson and
SchNeffer ^ discussed the first order harmonic approximation and RPA'

in the real representation, Hamamr^J gave the formal solution (2.19). The

complex representation of FIA was developed by Muhlschlegel
f I 01 f 1 (\\ the

Hamann [U* and Amit, Keiter l lbJ. The superiorities of/complex

representation was emphasized by Amit and Keiter in Ref.[i6], Especially
_th£ the

for/zero magnetic field and/symmetric Anderson model, the partition

function maintains the following symmetry relation
V(-U) (2.21)

which is easy to he broken inthe approximation in a real representation

In addition, the first harmonic approximation Is studied and some
the

numerical calculations of susceptibility in7hlgh temperature range for
the

symmetric case are given In/first harmonic approximation (FHA). In our

paper ^\ we have applied FIA to discuss the susceptibility X and the f

electron occupation number for the asymmetric case and we have obtained the

following symmetry relations, for all U and T:
(2.22)u

= 2 - ty (Ao). (2.23)
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Eq. (2.22) Is . consistent with that of renormalization - group

approach. Eq. (2.23) Is a new one. Overcoming a series of difficulties,

introducing an Integration method in number theory and cancelling the
__ the

divergence of integrands at the boundaries % and \ for7asymmetrtc

Anderson system have been calculated In a fairly wide temperature
the

range and compared with that ofTFenormatization - group approach.

In order to separate the static approximation from the other effect,
let

V * = Vo° + V* ' (2>2A)

where A

One obtains"6 1
-r

«• = 4

(IT jff^e4fe7"?* l 'W^r^^'-^^r'). (2.26)

where _

o

01 - &« CM i - •)

f = S ^ , , W«>1 tf*p T- £ f &r + . ^ * " ^ ] . f2.29)

). (2.30)



Denoting

fl's 1 - 7' <*'o (2.31)

in the first harmonic approximation only terms with ii-O,±1 are

considered

e±? f | Tr ^ Q* ] ~ ^fft fi>f J • (2.32)

where

1 M F <1

(2.33)

otherwise

t h e

the det ( D f ) can be calculated byteessel function theory l t 6 » 2 0 l In this

approximation the susceptibility % and occupation number ^ j of»f

electron are expressed by

where

r

o d

(2.34)

(2.35)

(2.36)

(2.37)

"rxi.pt, > = ,2
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some misprints in these formulae have been corrected by ref [81

In the valence fluctuation problem, Yo Is very large, may be 102, the

integrands vary rapidly and change in the range of exp (±100), Coefficients

in Eq. (2.38) change fn the range of exp (± 180). The double Integrals and

the sum In Eq. (2.38) converge very slowly. One meets a series of serious

difficulties and a lot of computing time is needed. We have adopted a

powerful miltidfmensfona) Integration method developed by Hua and
the

Wang ^ 1 7 J . on t n e basis of7nurnber theory and overcoming a series of

difficulties. In a rather wide temperature range we calculate the

susceptibility 1 and compare it with that of the renormaiization-group

theory in Ref. [7], For example, some comparisons are shown In Fig.4-8

of Ref.18]. Moreover, we also calculate the plots of % as a function of

Xo - " £* . These relations show that 7^ change rapidly at the

vicinities of XQ=O, or 1. So it is also explaned why the number of valence

electrons is an integer in usual cases.

III. EXPANSION WITH INFINITE INDEPENDENT HARMONICS AND NUMERICAL

RESULTS FOR THE KONDO SYSTEM

One of the important topics in Amit and Kefter's paper ^ is the

superiorities of complex representation in Ft A. Especially it maintains the
the.

symmetry relation (2.21), iwTtrst harmonic approximation. We have proved

the symmetry relation (2.22) and (2,23). In this section we shall
discuss their validity in the higher order approximation.

11



An

'infinite Independent harmonic approximation means that in the

expansion (2.26) only the terms with Zy Z. y are considered and all the

other terms with mixed mode, for example, 7Vt FVj ?.y,.Vt, are

neglected. This corresponds to the following approximation, suggested by

[161

r Tr i n a ' J at ' + Z t**tlDf) - I ]

Using recursion relation of det (D? ), we obtain:

<3.2)

Substituting (3.2) into Eqs. (3.1) and (2.26), arter some lengthy

calculations, carrying out all the infinite dimensional integral except v-O,

we obtain the formula for the partition function £ . According to the

following formulae:

X 0.3)

<r\t = - K T 2 (3.

We obtain the expressions of susceptibility % and occupation number %

for the f-electron. In order to save space, we neglect the details and write

the resultinR expressions directly as

12



(3.5)

where ^

lfc. ( 3 . 7 )f - f s . *
j L — . ) rV/p«>

V - i

- y

^ 2

— &rf •-•* * . in. > v - J « o J

According to the expressions (3.5M3.8), we conclude:

(1) the static approximation ^ and the first harmonic approximation

[16,8] gpg 1ts gp^tai cases corresponding to v*Oand V-O,1 respectively.

(2) For all T and YO, S^has following symmetry relations:

(a) g ^ Y ^ f r t U f c l * - 5,f^o.r*. M J . / ^ ) , whenH-0

for aim

(3.9)

Here one can see that In the complex representation It ts easy to lose the

reality. But w e can prove In general, that in this kind of problems the

13
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imaginary parts of S must be zero. Then we have

According to Eqs. (3.5H3.10), we can prove the following properties;

[Symmetry property]

in^nfinite Independent harmonic approximation, Tor all temperature T

and Coulomb energy U, Anderson systems possess the following symmetry

properties:

(a) f i / Y 0 , Xo - 0.5) - t ' (3.11)

(b) Y(Y0, 1-X0 )=X(Y0 ,X0 ) ( 3

(C) n,(Y0,1-X0) = 2-?ii(Y0,X0)
 ( 3

has been
The property (a) is proved previously only in mean field theory ' . The

the

property (b) is in consistent with that orVrenormalization - group approach

" I And the property (c) is a new one.

These identities are valid not only In the first harmonic approximation, but also

in an inf ini te Independent harmonic approximation.
the the

Let us now consider/Kondo system, or/symmetric Anderson model, which is one

of the important examples. Krishna-tiurthy, Wilkins and Wilson Studied
the [71

It excellently with/renormalization-group approach1". Amit and Keiter

studied the same problem by FIA In the high temperature region. Because

the temperature region is too narrow (S^O-6) , the susceptibility curve

corresponds to the horizontal part in Fig. 1 and cannot display the
that the

curved part, so/ the comparison between/two approaches cannot be
realized.

U



We try to make a serious comparison between the two approaches In the

symmetric Anderson system and need to perform the calculation of the

susceptibility In a fairly wide temperature region ( h •» O-l03).Then we are

net with a lot of serious difficulties:

(a) The Integrands change very rapidly and on a large scale. When the

variable changes from o to I, sometimes the Integrands change In

expHO 5 ) ~ exp (105). How to handle these integrands and put them into

computer is a rather difficult problem.

(b) When £ Is very large, the series converge very slowly. Sometimes one

needs thousands of terms with double integrals. One has to spend a lot of

computing time.

(c) When $ is very large, a large number of coefficients need to be
with

calculated. It \s well known that 7"ordinary computers, for example, rl(2s)

will overflow. But for YQ =12, one needs r ' n 000)and large (Y 0 S) 2 m Among

these difficulties, we have met the first one already in the valence

fluctuation problem ^ \ The second one and third one are new.

After making great efforts for a long time, Including Introducing the
the f , 7 i

Integration method based on/number theory l J and other measures, we

have overcome all these difficulties and performed the calculation of the

susceptibility for f electron in a fairly wide temperature region. Both

numerical results of ref. [7] and ours are demonstrated in Fig. I . The

comparison shows that In this fairly wide temperature region our results
the

by/functional Integral approach agree quite well with those of Krishna
Murthy, Wilkins and Wilson by the renormalization-group approach .
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Fig. 1 Semilogarithmic plots of KTX/(g>^ )2 vs kT/.D for the asymmetric

Anderson model. The big open circles (YQ= 12.665) and triangle5(Y0= 1.0132)

denote the results of Ref,7. Small open circles and black circles denote the

results of FIA.
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